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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we show a condition for the transmission of the oscillatory 
phenomena between two reacting chemical components. We consider the 
system of nonlinear parabolic equations 
&/at-a As +f(x,e, s)= 0, 
de/at -/3Ae + g(x,e,s)= 0 in Q X (-co, +u3) 
(1-l) 
with the boundary condition 
s /a0 = P(Y), 
e Ian = 40, t) in ~32 X (-co, +co), 
(1.2) 
where s and e are the concentrations of the two reacting substances andf, g 
are the terms of their reaction rate and a, j? are the diffusion coefficients of s 
and e, respectively. 
These equations appear as models in chemical engineering [6] or in bio- 
chemistry [4]. In these fields the qualitative behavior of solutions is more 
attractive to analyze than the existence or uniqueness of solutions. 
Particularly, “the oscillating or rotating solutions are of great interest as 
models for biological clocks and various oscillatory phenomena. [2]” 
Oscillatory transmission problems treated in this paper are also very 
important, because these biological or chemical models should not be 
considered as independent systems apart from the others, but generally they 
play as subsystems which are connected to the other subsystems organically 
in larger main systems, and in these situations oscillations are transmitted 
from one subsystem to another successively. Furthermore, the various 
oscillatory phenomena observed in chemical or biological fields have 
occurred after transmitting a first perturbation through many subsystems. 
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Here we treat the almost periodic (a.p.) oscillations which are more 
general and have better properties to analyze than the periodic ones. (See [ 1] 
about a.p. functions.) We study about the conditions which imply the almost 
periodicity of the function s when the a.p. perturbation of e is given through 
the boundary and hence we assume that q is an a.p. function and p is time 
invariant in (1.2). 
In Section 2 first we study about the a.p. of a simple system 
du/dt + A(t)u = f, then by applying the result about this system we prove the 
almost periodicity of system (1. l)-( 1.2). We show that the transmission of 
the almost periodicity from e to s can be achieved when the coefficients, such 
as diffusion parameters and Lipschitz constants off and g, take suitable 
values. We also show the relation between the almost period of s, e and that 
of the perturbation. Furthermore, since a periodic case is considered as a 
special a.p. case, we can see the periodic transmission under the same 
conditions as the a.p. case. In Section 3 we consider the actual systems 
arising in chemical engineering [5] and in bio-chemistry [4]. 
2. ALMOST PERIODICITY OF A REACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEM 
We start from a simple system which plays an important part in showing 
the a.p. of system (1.1~( 1.2). Let H be a Hilbert space and V be a reflexive 
Banach space with the dual I” such that 
where the inclusion mapping i of V into H is completely continuous and has 
the operator norm llill = y and V is densely imbedded in H. The norms in V, 
H and V’ will be denoted by ] /, I/ ]I and (I I/*, respectively. Denote by 
(ui , u2) the pairing between an element ui in V’ and v2 in V and by (., a) the 
ordinary inner product in H. 
For almost every t E R, let A(t): V-+ V’ be bounded from V to V’, and 
such that 
@(t)u -A(t)& u - v) 2 a II24 - u(j2 for CL > 0, every U, u E V. (2.1) 
Assume that there exists u E L”(R : H) n I&(R : v) such that 
U’ E Lf,,,(R : V’) and 
du/dt + A (t)u = f(t) a.e. on’R. (2.2) 
(See [7] about the existence theorems.) 
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THEOREM 1. -Assume that f (t): R + V’ is almost periodic and let o be an 
e-almost period osf: Assume in addition that 
;z; llA(t> u(t) - A(t + a) u(t)lJ* 2 K. 
Then o is a (~/a)(& + ic)-a.p. of u(t), that is, 
St;; I dt + 0) - 4f)l$ @/a)(E + xl. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Proof. We shall prove the theorem by modifying some methods of 
Birolli [3]. We define 
MO) = yRp Ilf(t + 0) - f@>ll* - 
From Eq. (2.2) we have 
(2.5) 
f (u(t + o) - u(t)) + A(t + a) u(t -t o) -A(t) u(t) =f(t f o) -f(t). (2.6) 
By taking the inner product of the above equation with u(t + o) - u(t) and 
using the strong a-monotonicity, we obtain 
< -a 11 uft + u) - zl(f)((2 
+ /IA tt + 0) 44 - A 0) WI, II 4t + 0) - WI1 
+ Il.m + 0) - f(Oll* II 4t + 0) - Wll. 
Therefore, by using (2.3), we have 
(2.7) 
Now we assume that 6 > 0 is given arbitrarily. We prove the theorem by 
showing the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If there exists t, E R such that 
12 
then 
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1 u(t + a) - u(t>l I ; (K + M(u)) + 6 for vt 2 t,. 
Proof. Assume that there exists f 1 t, which satisfies 
I u(f + 0) - u(t?l > + (K + M(u)) + 6, 
then we shall derive a contradiction. 
By the continuity of u(t) in H, there exists an interval [t, , t,] such that 
and 
1 U(t +0) - U(t)1 > r (K + M(U)) + 6 for 
a 
Vt E (tl, t,]. 
Hence 
1 6 
11 u(t + 0) - u(t)11 1 - (K + M(U)) + - for 
a Y 
Vt E (t,, t2]. 
By inequality (2.9, it follows that 
f (u(t + 0) - u(t)(2 $0 
This implies that 
for Vt E [t,, t,]. 
lu(t+U)--(t)~&(K+M(a))+6 for 
a 
Vt E [t,, t,], 
which is the contradiction. 
LEMMA 2. There does not exist any point ?E R such that 
) u(s + u) - u(s)1 > 5 (K + M(u)) + 6 for Vs E (--co, fj. (2.9) 
Proof. Assume that there exists iE R satisfying the above inequality. Let 
s E (-XI, 0 and integrate inequality (2.8) over [s, 4, then we have the ine- 
qualities 
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By using (2.9) again, we obtain 
Taking the limit for s--t -co of the above inequality, the right-hand term 
increases to +oo, but this contradicts that u(t).is bounded in H. 
Now we complete the proof of the theorem. By Lemmas 1, 2 we have 
lu(t+~>-u(r)J~~(K+~~(1))+6 for VtER. 
a 
Since S > 0 is arbitrarily given, we conclude that 
lu(t f 5) - u(t)/ =< $ (K t M(a)) for vt E R. 
Now we consider system (1. I)-( 1.2). Let 0 be a bounded open subset of 
RN with the sufficiently smooth boundary r and diameter(J2) = d. We put 
H=L’(Q) and v=H’(.f2). In system (1.1~(1.2), a and p are positive 
constants which correspond to the diffusion coefficients of the chemical 
components s and e, respectively, A = C:=‘=, (8”/&-~) and f(., s, +), g(., ., .) 
are the real valued functions defined on $2 x R2 which correspond to the 
terms of the reaction rate and satisfy the following conditions from (I) to 
(VI). q(y, t) is a nonnegative real valued function defined on r x R which is 
assumed to a.p. in t for each y E r and R(v) is a nonnegative real valued 
function defined on F and p, q satisfy the condition (VII). 
(1) fk = -1 and g(x, e9 .) are jointly continuous for almost all x f 52. 
f(., U, u) and g(., U, v) are Lebesgue measurable for each U, 
vER. 
(II) There exist a,(x), b,(x) E Lm(i2) and real valued functions 
K, , K, : R + R + which are bounded on each compact set in R and satisfy 
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and 
I g(x, u3 VI 5 &(~mw + I ul> 
for every U, u E R and a.e. x E J2. (2.11) 
WI) .0x, a3 -1 and g(x, a9 -1 are monotone for a.e. x in the sense 
and 
Similarly, the monotonicity of g is also defined. 
(IV) There exist u,, 2 0, u0 2_ 0 such that f(x, u,, 0) 5 0 and 
g(x, 0, uJ 2 0 for a.e. x E 52. 
(V) Define 
6(x)=sup{uER+:f(x,u,O)sO}, 
O(x) = sup{v E R + : g(x, 0, v) S 0). 
If 6(x) f +a~, we assume that for Vq(x, t) < 6(x) a.e. x, t, there exists a 
function 6, E W,,,(R) such that 
q 5 6, 2 6 a.e., 
&,/at -/I AS, 2 0 a.e. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
and 
g(x, 6,, 0) 2 0 a.e. (2.14) 
Similarly, if B(x) f too, we assume that for Vq(x, t) < B(x), there exists a 
function 0, E W,,,(R): 
q 2 OS 2 e a.e., 
8,fat-aA&,~O a.e. 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
and 
.0X, 0, 0,) 2 0 a.e. (2.17) 
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(VI) There exist real valued functions 1, m,, m2 defined on R3 which 
are bounded on each compact set in R’ and satisfy 
v-(x, u, u> -j-(x, u’, u>l I l(u, u’, v> 1 u - 24’ I9 (2.18) 
I g(x, u, u) - g(x, u’, v)l s m,(u, u’, u) I u - u’ 1 (2.19) 
and 
I g(x, u, u) - g(x, u, u’)lS m*(u, f.4 0’) 10 - u’ I 
for every U, u’, v, Y’ E R. (2.20) 
Note that there exist constants L, M,, M, > 0 such that 
l(r,,r*,r,)SL m,(r* 9 r2Y r3) 5 M, for Vr,, r2 ,r3 E R: 
1 r, I, ( r2) 2 esssup e”(x, t), I r3 ) 5 es:sf”p s^(x, t) 
%,I 
and 
m2(rl, r2, r3) 5 M2 for Vr,,r2,r3ER: 
/ r, ) 5 esssup &, ) r2 1, ) r3 / 5 esssup 3, 
where 6, s^ are solutions of the equations 
%/at - a A: + j-(x, 0, i) = 0, 
$1, =P 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
and 
&?/lat - /3 de” + g(x, e ,^ 0) = 0, (2.23) 
4, = 4 (2.24) 
(see [ 81). We know that s^, e^ E U, which is defined by 
Urn= W,,,(R)nL’(R :L”O(12))nL2[V], 
whereL2[V]={~EV:~~t1~J(~I(2dt<+m,VtER}. 
(VII) There exists @ E U, such that @p(t) is an H-valued a.p. 
function, 0 5 @ s 6 a.e., @Jr = q and &D/i& is a.p. There exists 
Y(x) E La(R) n H’(0) such that 0 5 Y S B a.e. and YJ, = p. 
We define the diffusion parameters a’, /I’ by 
a 
a'= 1 +d2/2N’ 
p’= p 
1 + d2/2N 
(2.25) 
505/44/l-2 
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and assume that 
(VIII) LM, -< 1. 
a’p 
(2.26) 
THEOREM 2. Under the above hypotheses, the minimal-maximal solution 
(e, Z) and the maximal-minimal solution (5,~) of system (l.l)-(1.2) are 
almost periodic. Furthermore, let o be a common e-a.p. of (@, N/&, p A@), 
then o is also a (Ku, s/(1 - K, K,))-a.p. of the functions _e, 2 and also a 
(K,K,q’(l -K, K,))-a.p. of the functions _s, S where K, = L/a’, K, = M,//3’ 
andK,=(l//?‘)(M1 +2)+ 1. 
Remarks. The maximality and minimality of solutions mean that 
e 5 e < 5 and _s s s 5 S for every solution (e, s), The existence of these -- - 
solutions has been proved in [S] by the method of monotone sequences. 
These sequences are introduced in the following manner in the case of the 
mini-max solution @, g): 
so = 0, s, = S(e,), s, = S(e,) ,..., s, = S(e,-,) ,..., 
e, = E(O), e, = E(s,) ,..., e, = E(s,) ,..., 
where s, = S(e,-,) and e, = E(s,) are the solutions of the equations 
and 
&,/&-ads, tf(X,e,_,,s,)=O, 
%/r = P 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
ae,/at - p de, t g(x, e, 9 s,) = 0, (2.29) 
e,l, = 4. (2.30) 
As n -+ +co, e,(t) -+_e(t) and s,(t) -+ C(t) in H, a.e. 1. 
ProoJ It is sufficient to show the aImost periodicity of the min-max 
solution @, 5), because it can be easily proved for the case of the max-mini 
solution (g,,) by using the same argument again. 
We shall prove the theorem by using induction, Consider the sequence 
(e,, sn) which converges to @, ~$3 as n + t co and assume that e,- , and s, _, 
are a.p. Let D be a common e-ap. of the system (@, ~~/~t, p A@) and also 
an .s’-a.p. of e,,- 1 and also an E”-a.p. of s,-i, that is, 
sy (e,-,(t + o) - e,-,(t)1 S e’ (2.3 1) 
and 
supt I%-,(t + 0) - sn-*(t)/ 5 e”, (2.32) 
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where 
GE 
“= 1 -K,K,’ 
&” = K,K,e 
1 -K,K,’ 
Put z = s, - Y, then z is a solution of the equation 
azpt - a AZ f B(t)z = 0, (2.33) 
where 
B(t)z=f(x,e,-,(t),z+ Y)-aAY. 
In view of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that B(t) satisfies (2.3). In fact, 
by using hypothesis (VI) and the inequality 0 s s,,(f) 5 s(t) in Lemma 4 of 
[S], we obtain 
IIW + 0) 40 -B(t) WlI* 2 L Ien-,@ + 0) - en-,@>I. (2.34) 
By applying PoincarC’s inequality we know that B(t) is strongly a’- 
monotone, and hence it follows by Theorem 1 that 
sup 1 z(t + a> - z(t)/ = syp I s,(t + 0) - s,@>l t 
2 (L/a’) sup Ien-,(t + u) - e,-,@)I. (2.35) t 
Next we put y = e, _ I - @, then y satisfies 
aypt -/3Ay + C(t)y= h, (2.36) 
where 
C(t)y=&,JJ+@,s,-,) 
and 
h=-&P/i?t+pA@. 
Similarly, we obtain 
and 
II w + 0) YW - w N)ll* 
2 M, 1 @(t + u) - @@)I + M, Is,-& + 0) - s,- IWI (2.37) 
II h(t + a) - h(t)lI, 5 2.5 (2.38) 
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Applying Theorem 1 again, we have 
s~ple,-,(t+a)--e,-,Ol 
j~s~pIs.-,(t+a)-s,-,(r)l+ ;(M,+2)+ 1 E. (2.39) 
I I 
Inequality (2.35) implies that s, is a.p. and u is an a.p. of s,. By using the 
above calculation again, we obtain 
SOP I e,(t + 0) - e,(t)1 
6MZsup1sn(t+o)-sn(t)i+ -$&+2)+1 
P’ ’ I P’ I 
E. (2.40) 
From inequalities (2.35), (2.39) and (2.40), we have 
syp 1 e,(t + a) - e,(t)1 5 E’ (2.41) 
and 
s;p Is,@ + 0) - s,(t)1 5 E”. (2.42) 
Since s0 = 0 and supt Je,(t + a) - e,(t)1 5 E’, by induction it follows that 
\e,(t + a) - e,,(t)1 5 E’ and Isn(t + u) - s,(t)1 5 E” for Vn and Vt E R. Taking 
the limit n + +co, we conclude that 
I_e(t + a) - e(t)1 5 E’ = K~E - - 1 -KK,K, 
(2.43) 
and 
(qt+u)-F(t)lI&“= K,K,& for VtER. - I- K,K, 
(2.44) 
Now we apply Theorem 2 to the periodic case. Let q be a periodic 
function such that q(y, t + t) = q(y, t) for every t E R, y E r. Since we can 
use (nr: n = 0, f 1, *2,...} as an &-a.p. set for every E > 0 in the proof of 
Theorem 2, we obtain the following corollary by taking the limit E + 0 in 
inequalities (2.43) and (2.44). 
COROLLARY. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and let q be a periodic 
function of period z, then the maximal-minimal and minimal-maximal 
solutions are periodic and have the same period r. 
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3. EXAMPLES 
We consider the following boundary value problem of the equations 
as/at-aAs+j,s+e+ +j&--so)+j3e=0, 
i?e/at--pAefk,s’e+ +k,(e-e,)-tk,s=O in 0 X (-co, +co), (3.1) 
s If = P(Y), 
el, = dY,G in i-X (-03, fao), 
(34 
where cz, /3, s,, e,, j, and k, are positive constants and ji, k,, i = 2, 3 are 
nonnegative constants. These equations appear as models in chemical- 
engineering f5] and in biochemistry 141. 
It is immediately observed that (3.1)-(3.2) satisfy the hypotheses from (I) 
to (VI). Suppose that there exist an a.p. function @(x, t) and a time-invariant 
function Y(x) which satisfy (VII). For the almost periodicity of the max-min 
or min-max solutions it is sufficient the assume that 
where 
snl = esEs;p 1$(x, t)l and e, = es;syp 1 e^(x, t)t. 
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